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Introduction 
 

Welcome to Rev 16 of the SouthWare Excellence Series™! 

The Rev 16 platform replaces the Rev 15 platform (released in 2009) in order to accomplish two main 

objectives: 

1. To upgrade SouthWare technology to provide better support for new environments such as 

Windows 10 and related software.   

2. To change some files and routines to lay the groundwork for planned future SouthWare 

enhancements. 

With the Rev 16 Platform you get: 

 A new set of all programs that have been recompiled and updated to the new Rev 16 platform 

version and that use Micro Focus extend® 10 which is certified to support Windows 10.   

 Two major changes that improve the speed of some searches and ReportMate reports. 

 A few product enhancements that required file changes. 

 Modifications to selected files that enable planned future enhancements. 

 Modifications to selected SouthWare routines that will enable other future enhancements. 

These changes are mostly in the SouthWare technology and data structure, and our intention is that the 

platform replacement will cause very little noticeable change.  The primary purpose of the new platform 

is not to add new features, but to provide for current support and to lay the foundation for future 

improvements.   

This document outlines what you need to know about the Rev 16 platform: 

 The Installation Notes section explains how to make sure you’re ready to load the platform and 

what the install process will do. 

 The Overview of Changes section explains what is changed in this platform. 

 The Source Code Notes section is applicable only if you have licensed source code for SouthWare 

products and have custom programs.  The section explains what is required to make your custom 

programs compatible with the Rev 16 platform. 

 Detailed documentation on selected features is provided at the end of this document. 
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Deadline for Installing the Rev 16 Platform 

 

You need to schedule to load this platform update before December 1, 2016.  The six-month 

transition period after the release of this update allows you to schedule a convenient time to 

load the new platform.   Bug fixes and some CMSS changes will be made to both the Rev 15 

platform and the Rev 16 platform for a period of six months after the official release of the Rev 

16 platform.  Most future CMSS changes will be made only to the Rev 16 Platform. 

After the six-month period all future changes to the SouthWare Excellence Series will be 

available ONLY on the Rev 16 platform.  This means that at that time you must be on the Rev 

16 platform in order to receive future product changes.  Programs for the Rev 16 platform will 

not run on the Rev 15 platform, so if you are not on the Rev 16 platform when Rev 15 support 

ends (scheduled for 11/30/16) you will not have access to any future product changes (fixes or 

enhancements) until you renew your CMSS subscription and load the Rev 16 platform. 
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Installation Notes 
 

Before You Load the Rev 16 Platform 
 Current CMSS Subscription - You must have a CMSS subscription that runs through at least 

May 31, 2016 in order to load the Rev 16 platform.  The Rev 16 programs require a current 

CMSS license.  If you are already running Revision 15 you must update through at least 

01/08/15 (for all companies you use) prior to converting to Rev 16.   

 Micro Focus extend® 10 products - You must upgrade your Micro Focus extend® 

runtime/products to the “extend 10” version that is appropriate for your system.  The Rev 

16 programs are compiled with extend 10 and will not work on prior versions of extend. 

o Server requirements should be similar to Rev 15 platform 

 NetLink Launch File/Command - Make sure that your NetLink batch file (if using apache) or 

IIS command (if using IIS) points to the extend 10 runtime. 

 Custom Programs – If you have any customized programs (via source code changes) you will 

need to update them to be compatible with Rev 16.  See the “Source Code Notes” section 

later in this document. 

 Schedule the Update – Plan to install the update when it causes the least disruption of 

normal SouthWare use: 

 The Rev 16 platform must be installed when no users are running SouthWare programs 

because the update will replace all programs and convert a few files.  Schedule this at a 

time when you can conveniently have all users exit SouthWare. 

 The loading of new programs will take several minutes, and the file conversions will 

require time based on the size of your files that are being converted (see the table in the 

next section).  If you can schedule to load this at the end of a day or at a time when few 

users would be working anyway then they won’t be waiting long on the file conversions 

to finish. 

Other general suggestions for any update also apply to this platform change: 

 Have a good backup. 

 Post transactions before the update if possible. 

 Clean up the temporary folder in the run directory by deleting the files. 

 Turn on overwrite protect or save sequential files for records that you don’t want to be 

overwritten by standard SouthWare records. 

 

Installing the Platform 
If you are already running Revision 15 you must update through at least 01/08/15 prior to 

converting to Rev 16.  The Rev 16 platform is installed like any other CMSS update.  Because of 

the new compiler all programs must be loaded. 

Logging On to Complete the Upgrade 
After you load the update the first logon session in Rev 16 will automatically run the conversion 

process. 
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If you don’t have current CMSS thru May 31, 2016 the logon screen will alert you that you can’t 

run Revision 16 without current CMSS and gives you the option to convert your license to a 

temporary license.  A temporary license will allow you to run Revision 16 for 30 days while you 

renew your CMSS subscription and install a new license. If you don’t choose to convert to a 

temporary license you will not be able to log in. 

Locking Other Users Out of the System 

It is a good idea to log out and lock other workstations before running the conversion.  

You may use the Workstation Abort process and Workstation Lockout process described 

in XX-02-01.  This essentially puts you in single-user mode for the conversion.  After the 

conversion you may use the Status Manager to unlock other workstations. 

Vision Version 6 Option 
With the extend 10 technology Micro Focus has released a version 6 of the Vision file system.  

According to Micro Focus this version may improve speed of some processes. 

Any files converted during the Rev 16 update will retain the Vision version they were using in 

Rev 15.  If you want to convert files to Vision version 6 you may use the extend 10 vutil utility to 

rebuild the files.  
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Overview of Product Changes 
 

The platform changes are mostly hidden when you log into Rev 16, but here are a few you will notice: 

New Key Word Files 
Two key word files have been added in this revision that allow you to quickly find customers and 

open service orders using one or more words found in the name/address info.  These key word 

files provide two primary benefits: 

1. Searches and reporting can be faster, particularly if you have a large number of records 

in these files. 

2. You can filter searches by multiple words to limit the number of records returned. 

See the “Key Word Files” documentation later in this release notice for more details. 

F.A.S.T. Indexing Enhancement for ReportMate 
The File Access Search Table (FAST) Indexing feature of ReportMate is an exciting new 

technology that allows you to speed up ReportMate reporting by adding your own index search 

table for any standard SouthWare data field. A  FAST index key gives you similar capabilities to 

the standard alternate key fields for a SouthWare file.  When you create a ReportMate report 

and use an alternate key or index key as the first range the report will process much faster 

because the report reads only the records that match the alternate/index key. 

See the “ReportMate File Access Search Tables (FAST) Indexing Technology” later in this release 

notice for more details. 

Others 
 Orders/invoices may now have up to 200 tax localities per invoice 

 Contract billing for equipment will now default the tax code from the override in the 

equipment ship to address if applicable 

 A few portals have been changed to utilize the new key word files 

 Assembly work orders changes 

o You may now create multiple tracking #s per WO 

o A new staging status helps track inventory being staged for production 

 You may now enter an 8-digit date in any date entry field.  In previous revisions you 

could enter only 6 digits with the system assuming the century. 
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Source Code Notes 
 

Upgrading Your Custom Source to Rev 16 is Mostly a Recompile 
With a few exceptions, all you need to do is recompile your custom programs with the extend 10 compiler 

and the Rev 16 libraries. The Rev 16 source code libraries will make your programs compatible with the 

Rev 16 platform. 

Exceptions 

Here are the exceptions that would require you to make coding changes in your custom programs: 

1. Expanded Sequence Numbers 

The following four FDs had the sequence number expanded as part of the key: 

 APHIST.FD 

 APHISTGL.FD 

 APTRXDIS.FD 

 GLTRXDET.FD 

Our standard programs for these Files were modified to increase local working storage fields that 

included the sequence number.  If you have custom related to these files you will need to either place 

your custom in our new standard programs or expand any local working storage for the sequence 

number in your custom program. 

2. Sales Tax Table changes 

The sales tax table routine for Sales Orders was expanded to handle up to 200 tax localities per 

order. Our standard programs that calculate or print sales tax info were modified for this change. You 

will need to either place your custom in our new standard programs or insert the sales tax changes in 

your custom program  

3. ReportMate F.A.S.T. Field Indexing (optional) 

If you want to enable the ReportMate FAST Field Indexing feature for a custom file you must make a 

change to the IO routine for the file.  See any of the standard routines for an example.  
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Files Changed by Conversions 

File Description Reason 

APHIST.FD AP Item History Increase filler 

APHISTGL.FD AP GL History Increase sequence # to 6 digits 

APOPEN.FD AP Open Items Increase Filler 

APTRANS.FD AP Trx Increase Filler 

APTRXDIS.FD AP Trx Lines Increase sequence # to 6 digits 

ARBILLTO.FD Bill To Address Increase Filler 

ARCSHTRX.FD Cash Receipts 
Trx 

Increase Filler 

ARCUSTOM.FD Customer Increase Filler 

GLACCOUN.FD GL Accounts Add more past years for future change 

GLCONTRO.FD GL Control Add more past years for future change 

GLTRXDET.FD GL Trx Lines Increase sequence # to 6 digits 

GLTRXHDR.FD GL Trx Header Increase Filler 

IMIMPORT.FD Import record Increase record size for future change 

NLCONTRO.FD NL Control Increase Filler 

NLORDHDR.FD NL Order Hdr Increase Filler 

NLRQRID.FD NL Requestor Increase Filler 

RMDATA1.FD RM File Records Increase Filler 

RMDATA2.FD RM Fields Increase Filler 

RSPOBUYR.FD PO Buyer Increase Filler 

SFOVERRI.FD Form Override Increase Filler 

SVSODET.FD SO Lines (open) Add qtys for future partial bill change 
(SVSOHDET.FD has same change since files are identical, 
but not applicable to history)  

TWOPER.FD TW Operators Increase Filler 

RSINTRAN.FD In Transit File To correct qty/price fields 

RSBILHDR.FD Sales Order 
Header 

To allow up to 200 tax codes on an order 

New – 
RSBILTAX.FD 

Sale Order Sales 
Tax Info 

To allow increased number of sales tax codes per order 

New – 
SWCUSKEY.FD 

Customer Key 
Word Search 

To allow fast search of customer name and/or address 

New – 
SVSOKEY.FD 

Service Order 
Name/Address 
Search 

To allow fast search for service order by name and 
address 

New – 
S1WOHTRK.FD, 
S1WOTRK.FD 

Work Order 
Tracking Info 

To allow creation of multiple tracking numbers for a 
work order 

S1WODET.FD and 
S1WOHDET.FD 

Work Order 
detail 

Optional quantity status of issued 

S1CONTRO.FD Work Order 
control file 

New option for issued step for reserving stock 

SWGLIF.FD G/L Interface Increase sequence # to 6 digits, add job number for 
future use, increase filler 
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Key Word Files 

Customer Name/Address Key Word Search  
The names and addresses for customers are now indexed in a key word file. This means that you 

may quickly find a customer using any word or words found in the customer’s name or any of 

the addresses associated with the customer.  In previous revisions you could find a customer by 

a word such as “Smith” or “Auburn”, but the system had to read the entire customer file.  Now 

the system can search the key word file instantly and read only the matching customers. 

The files indexed for customer key words include: 

 Customer name, address, contact 

 Bill to addresses 

 Ship to addresses 

 TaskWise contact names/addresses 

The customer key word file is implemented in the customer search function and in ReportMate: 

 In the customer search program the available search options now include option 8, 

Name/Address Key Word.  When you select this option the search function will use the key 

word index to find customers associated with a key word (or words). 

 In ReportMate the customer key word file is available as a new primary file for reporting 

(AR27).  When you use this file as the primary file for a report you can enter a range of 

“Match String” values and the system will use the key word file to find all matches.   

o The AR27 Data Dictionary also contains fields to output the matching name and 

address regardless of which customer-related file had the match.  So if the word(s) 

you specify exist in a ship to address you can output the info from the ship to 

address, if the words match the customer record you can output the info from the 

customer record, etc. 

o If you want to search only Name fields or only Address fields there is a [N]ame or 

[A]ddress field (field 6) you may use to screen the records.  Specify to include only 

“N” records to get only names, or specify to include only “A” records to get only 

addresses.  If you don’t screen records by this field you will get all records that 

match on either the name or address. 

Using Multiple Words 

An additional benefit of the key word feature is that you can use multiple words to filter the 

results of the search.  If you enter more than one word the system will retrieve only records that 

match ALL words.  So if you search for “smith” and “atlanta” you will get only customers who 

have both smith and atlanta key words. 

In previous revisions you could do a mask matching to find one word, but using multiple key 

words can make your searches even more focused. 
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Platform 16 Implementation Note 

The customer key word file is initially built during Platform 16 conversion, and is then 

maintained automatically as you add, change, or delete customers or associated records. 

 

Open Service Order Name/Address Key Word Search 
The names and addresses for open service orders are now indexed in a key word file.  This 

means that you may quickly find an open service order using any of the words found in the 

service order customer name or address.  In previous revisions you could find an open service 

order by a word, but the system had to read the entire open service order file. Now the system 

can search the key word file instantly and read only the matching service orders.  

The open service order key word file is implemented in the service order search function and in 

ReportMate: 

 In the open service order search program the available search options now include 

Name/Address Key Word.  When you select this option the search function will use the key 

word index to find open service orders associated with a key word (or words). 

 In ReportMate the open service order key word file is available as a new primary file for 

reporting (SV38).  When you use this file as the primary file for a report you can enter a 

range of “Match String” values and the system will use the key word file to find all matches.   

o If you want to search only Name fields or only Address fields there is a [N]ame or 

[A]ddress field (field 6) you may use to screen the records.  Specify to include only 

“N” records to get only names, or specify to include only “A” records to get only 

addresses.  If you don’t screen records by this field you will get all records that 

match on either the name or address. 

Using Multiple Words 

An additional benefit of the key word feature is that you can use multiple words to filter the 

results of the search.  If you enter more than one word the system will retrieve only records that 

match ALL words.  So if you search for “smith” and “atlanta” you will get only open service 

orders have both smith and atlanta key words. 

In previous revisions you could do a mask matching to find one word, but using multiple key 

words can make your searches even more focused. 

Platform 16 Implementation Note 

The open service order key word file is initially built during Platform 16 conversion, and is then 

maintained automatically as you add, change, or delete open service orders. 
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ReportMate File Access Search Tables (FAST) Indexing Technology 
 

With the File Access Search Table (FAST) feature you may create new index keys to enable faster 

ReportMate reports.  A  FAST index key gives you similar capabilities to the standard alternate key fields 

for a SouthWare file.  When you create a ReportMate report and use an index key as the first range the 

report will process much faster because the report reads only the records that match the index key.  This 

is typically needed only on files with a large number of records, and tests indicate this can result in 

reports that run 5 times faster than the same report without an index. 

Here is an example.  Let’s say you want to create an FYI report that allows you to find a particular serial 

number in the tracking ledger file (IV47) when you don’t know the stock number.  Since the serial 

number alone is not a standard alternate key, if you enter a range of a single serial number your report 

will need to read every record in the file to look for the serial number – this may be slow if you have a 

lot of records. 

To make this report fast you can create a FAST index key for the serial number field in IV47.  Then you 

may use this field as the first range in your FYI report for file IV47.  If you then enter a range of a single 

serial number the report will read the index keys and instantly find the record(s) with that serial 

number. 

How It Works 

Storing the FAST Index Data 
When you create a FAST 

index this will create records 

in a separate index file that 

are cross-references 

between the value for the 

indexed field and its related 

record in the source file.  This 

is equivalent to a standard 

alternate key for a file except 

that the index is stored in a 

separate file.  In the example 

above the serial number and 

the key to its related tracking 

ledger record would be 

stored in an index file.  

To initially create the index a 

program must read all the 

existing records in the source 

file and create the cross-reference records in the index file. After the initial build the standard 

SouthWare programs will automatically maintain the index file as you add, change, or delete 

records in the source file. 
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The index data is stored in a separate file per index.  The file name for the index files uses the 

naming convention “xNXFFFFnnnn” where: 

 “x” is the application file group (such as “S” for Inventory/Sales) 

 “FFFF” is the Data Dictionary file ID 

 “nnnn” is the Data Dictionary field number   

For example, the index file for IV47 field 2 will have the name “SNXIV470002.FIL” and will 

contain an index record for each record in the IV47 file. 

How FYI/ReportMate Uses a FAST Index Field 
To utilize an index field you must specify it as the first range for a ReportMate report.  Having an 

index field in the first range will cause the running of the report to use the index as the initial 

screening of records for the report.  When the report runs it will create a list of records in the 

index that match the first range, then process the remaining ranges and selection criteria using 

only the records selected via the first range.   

Creating a FAST Index Field 
Access the FAST Indexing setup program (RM-07). 

 

Sample FAST Index Set Up 

 

Primary Source File: 

Enter the Data Dictionary file ID for which you want to create an index.  For example, to 

create an index for the tracking ledger file you would enter “IV47” as the file ID. 

Index Field: 

Enter the Data Dictionary field number of the field you want to index.   
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Secondary Sequence (optional): 

Here you may optionally enter another Data Dictionary file/field to use as a sorting 

sequence for the Index Field if there will be duplicate values for the index.  Records 

retrieved via this index would then be sorted in this sequence. 

For example, let’s say you add an index to the Inventory Ledger file for the vendor 

number.  If you created a report that found records for a vendor using this index range, 

the sequence of records within a vendor would be somewhat random (based on when 

they were created).  You could add an optional sequence of stock number or operator 

or some other field to sequence the index records in a more helpful manner. 

Extract ID: 

Enter an extract identifier if you plan to extract this Index definition via the Extract 

Packager (XX-08-06-03) to move to another system . 

Building the Index 

When you create a new index the setup record is automatically flagged for building.  

When you exit the index setup program a question asks if you are ready to build the 

index for any records flagged for building. 

 Answer “Y” to start the building of the index for existing records in the index file.   

 Answer “N” to wait to build the index.  You may start the build process later by 

accessing this record and pressing [F4] to build the index. 

After you build the index the system will automatically maintain the index for future 

changes to the Index File. 

Rebuilding an Existing Index 

If you need to rebuild an index file for any reason you may access the Index Definition 

program, display the setup record, and press [F4] to flag the file for rebuilding. When 

you exit the program you then have the option to rebuild the index for any new or 

flagged index records. 

Overwrite Protect option 

You have the option to toggle ([F3]) the overwrite protect option for a record to prevent 

future updates from overwriting the record. 

Specifying a FAST Index Field When Creating a ReportMate Format 
An index field should only be used as the first range for a report.  Its sole purpose is to efficiently 

limit the number of records read by ReportMate. 

At the first range field for a report simply specify the FAST Index field. An [F6] option for Indexes 

also allows you to display any existing FAST index fields defined for the primary file of the 

report.  If the first range you select for a report has a FAST index then a label appears beside the 

range indicating “Index”. 
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Effectively Using a FAST Index Field Range 
The benefit of a FAST Index comes when you enter a single value or limited values for the first 

range. The speed improvement of an index comes from the “prescreening” provided by the 

initial range.  Only the records that match the first range will be considered for the report.  If 

you specify “All” for the initial range there will be no speed improvement since the range will 

include every record in the index. 

 

 

 


